Tracks on the Cedar Glade:
A Matching Activity

OVERVIEW: Animals that travel over the cedar glades may leave tracks behind. This activity involves matching tracks with the correct animal. Students will draw a line from the animal to its tracks.

GRADE LEVEL: 1-3

SETTING: Classroom

OBJECTIVES: Students will observe the given animal tracks and match them to the appropriate animal.

LEARNING STANDARDS: GLE 0107.1.1; 0207.2.1

MATERIALS:
- Student Tracks handout
- Pencil

BACKGROUND: An animal track is a mark or imprint made by a moving animal. Many of the animals associated with the cedar glades do not actually live on the glade but will travel across them. In doing so, they may leave tracks behind.
Name _______________________________

Match the Animal with its Tracks

- Dog tracks
- Deer tracks
- Turkey tracks
- Snake tracks
- Bear tracks
- Hind feet with opposable thumb